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 INTRODUCTION 

Serbian organizations 

Serbian organizations issues regarding human resource management are related to the 

dualism between politics and the role of vocation Secretaries. The dualism between political and 

nonpolitical employees, in general, and legally undefined function of the Cabinet and its 

employees will be given separately. Recommendations regarding these issues will be formulated 

shortly by employees of tasks and presented to decision makers for approval.  

Theoretical framework 

These vital challenges on the center for purposes of support of the Ministries (the 

relationship between the secretariats and Cabinets in particular) are explained, it is likely that the 

early implementation of the prosperous recommendations in relation to human resource 

management. It is therefore absolutely crucial that staff working is based on a "critical mass" of 

Ministers (in the absence of a champion of PAR the person of a senior government official), both 

taking into account its recommendations on human resource management and the other 

recommendations. (Maund 2003 P.49) 

Background 

The HRM include the whole range of information and the practice that recounts the 

environment of job and orders paid work relatives. HRM is furthermore a set about equipped in 

the direction of the accomplishment of organizational goals by administering the administration 

schemes in order that human resources and gifts are used effectively and competently. It is 

mainly advised as a broad period which wraps the total of a work based relationship, employed 

periods, situation, & representational schemes. (Dixon 1993 P.27)  
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Introduction 

HRM wrappings the five purposeful undertaking localities, that are, recruitment: getting 

people with the befitting information, abilities in addition to know how to work in unoccupied 

places in the management with the whole methods breaking into HR scheming, job investigation, 

staffing, selection, rewards—development and implementation of pay schemes casing work 

assessment, appraising the performance, payback, worker growth analysis of teaching 

obligations by recognizing the abilities and abilities of employees, worker preservation— 

managing and supervising of task measures and organizational principles to evolve a capable 

work-force, and change and connection organization watching paid work connection matters and 

modifying to changes. (Curtis 1997 P.38) 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the impact of strategic human resource management in 

the public organizational performance in the republic Serbia as the HR is the valuable asset in all 

firms  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Impact of Strategic Human Resource Management 

The human resource supervisor performs a significant function in an administration by 

assisting diverse major competencies essential in judgment. For optimizing the assistance of the 

HR manager, an individual must suppose the function of tactical colleague, worker support and 

change adviser in the organization. Belief and behavior of the jobs characterizes the 

consequences of human resource administration in the work-place and leverage of the HR 

manager reveals upon the accomplishment of the administration of its objectives. (Cole 2002 

p.18) 

The human resource presumed some significant functions throughout the starting of her 

paid work with Serbian business. The important task that is attempted is really evolving a HR 

division distinct from procedures and trades. It is an important job because the explanation of 

jobs endows the HR person to aim on their regions. (David 2009 P.27)  

Human Resource Management trends 

As per the organization of the HR unit, gradual leverage of equivalent alterations in the 

current HR relation is observed. The alteration in the administration can be furthermore 

identified by, the manager sales. Initial alteration provide the growth of employed connections 

along with the actions and revenue partitions to work out HR desires and matters they really face 

as corner-stone for employment decisions. John Den, procedures executive identified the 

significance of the organization of a distinct & skilled HR division and evolving fine relatives 
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with the human resource employees to accomplish effectiveness in speaking to HR troubles. 

(Maund 2003 P.49) 

Human Resource Management strategy 

Human Resources Management (HRM) is about managing people for effective 

performance. Its aim is to establish a more open management; flexible and caring style for staff. 

They will be motivated, evolved and managed so that they can give their best to support the 

missions of the departments. (Kostova 2009, 403) Paul Iles form was selected based on the 

evidence in HRD that support the ‘Best Fit’ Approach. This form wrappings all facets that 

directly or obscurely affect the enterprise scheme, Human asset strategy, and the corporate 

strategy. (Graham 1998 P.17)  
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 METHODOLOGY 

Research Design  

This research focused on the collection of secondary data. The extraction of data has been 

done from a number of sources like articles, journals, internet publications and books. Secondary 

research aims at gathering information through different mediums like broadcast media, 

literature, publications and other kinds of sources that are categorized as non-human. This 

particular genre of research doesn’t involve and kind of human subjects. 

There is more subjectivity involved with the qualitative research pattern in comparison to 

the quantitative research methods. The qualitative methods have more room for collection of 

information and data in terms of both the secondary aspects and the primary ones. As mentioned 

earlier, this particular study is based over the secondary methods, so the research will be of an 

exploratory and open-ended nature. 

The qualitative research is usually less expensive if compared with the quantitative 

researches and is more effective in terms of information acquisition. Qualitative methods are the 

right method of choice, particularly when the information cannot be collected with the 

quantitative measurements. 
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 DISCUSSION 

The prime push of HRM theory endorses a shift from collectivism to individualism in the 

paid work relation and consequently facilitates principally a non-union, or at smallest a highly 

co-operative enterprise amalgamation approach, to managerial scheme. (Rowley 2008, 917)  

Human Resource Development encompasses all what is needed to deal with one of the most 

important assets of an organization. Many researchers have postulated that, this perspective fits 

in with much of the available empirical data, although the evidence is contested by other 

researchers. (Rowley 2007, 703) In present day organization, because any discussion about how 

an organization’s succeeds or fails ultimately comes back to the way individuals are managed, 

Academics and practitioners  agree that as the dynamics of competition accelerates, people are 

perhaps the only truly source of competitive advantage. 
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CONCLUSION 

For Serbian organization to be effective and successful, the human resource management 

functions must be integrated into the various organizational strategies. The researchers argue that 

for this to become a best practice, organization cultural values must be clearly defined towards 

diversity, social inclusion were none of the stakeholder is a looser. (Sturdy 2007, 155)  HRD 

encompasses all the efforts and strategies employed by an organization to give its human 

resources a best fit. (Takeuchi 2008, 447) According to Jackson & Shuler referred to it as an 

umbrella term that encompasses (a).specific human resources practices such as recruitment, 

selection and appraisal and (b).formal human resource policies which directs and partially 

constrain the development of specific practices and in all, it comprise a system that attracts 

develops, motivates and retains those employees who ensure the effective functioning and 

survival of the organization and its members 
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